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ABSTRACT
Numerous quantitative relationships have been formulated to describe the nature of
surface-drainage networks. These parameters have been used in various studies of
geomorphology and surface-water hydrology, such as flood characteristics, sediment
yield, and evolution of basin morphology. Little progress has been made in applying
these quantitative descriptors to karst flow systems due to the lack of sufficiently
complete data and inadequate technology for processing the large, complex data sets.
However, as a result of four decades of investigation, an abundance of data now exists
for the Mammoth Cave Watershed providing the opportunity for broader quantitative
research in the organization of a large, highly-developed, karst-drainage network.
Developing Geographic Information System (GIS) technology has provided tools to 1)
book-keep the karst system's large, complex spatial data sets, 2) analyze and
quantitatively model karst processes, and 3) visualize spatially and temporally complex
data.
Karst aquifers display drainage characteristics that in many ways appear similar to
surface networks. The purpose of my research was to explore techniques by which
quantitative methods of drainage-network analysis can be applied to the organization
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and flow patterns in the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin of the Mammoth Cave
Watershed.
Morphometric analysis of mapped active base-flow, stream-drainage density within
the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin resulted in values ranging from 0.24 km/km2 to
1.13 km/km2. A nearby, climatologically similar, nonkarst surface drainage system
yielded a drainage density value of 1.36 km/km2. Since the mapped cave streams
necessarily represent only a fraction of the total of underground streams within the study
area, the actual subsurface values are likely to be much higher. A potential upper limit
on perennial drainage density for the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin was calculated
by making the assumption that each sinkhole drains at least one first-order stream.
Using Anhert and Williams' (1998) average of 74 sinkholes per km2 for the Turnhole
Bend Groundwater Basin, the minimum flow-length draining one km2 is 6.25-7.22 km
(stated as drainage density, 6.25-7.22 km/km2).
Stream ordering of cave streams and their catchments generally follow Hortonian
relationships observed for surface-stream networks. Subsurface streams within the
Mammoth Cave Watershed generally exhibit a converging, dendritic pattern and possess
drainage basins proportionately large for their order. However, even at base-flow
conditions, the Turnhole Bend drainage system continues to possess confounding
characteristics. These include at least one leakage to an adjacent groundwater basin
(Meiman et al., 2001), diverging streams sharing the same surface catchment (Glennon
and Groves, 1997), and highly complex, three-dimensional basin boundaries (Meiman et
al, 2001). In spite of the incomplete data set available for the Mammoth Cave
Watershed, study of initial values suggests an orderly subsurface flow network with
IX
numerical results that allow for comparison of the karst-flow network to surface fluvial
systems.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem
A major emphasis in geomorphology over the past six decades has been on the
development of quantitative physiographic methods to describe the evolution and
behavior of surface-drainage networks (Horton, 1945; Leopold and Maddock, 1953;
Leopold and Wolman, 1957; Abrahams, 1984). These parameters have been used in
various studies of geomorphology and surface-water hydrology, such as flood
characteristics, sediment yield, and evolution of basin morphology (Jolly, 1982;
Ogunkoya et al, 1984; Aryadike and Phil-Eze, 1989; Jensen, 1991; Breinlinger et ah,
1993). Little progress has been made, however, in applying these methods to karst flow
systems due to the lack of sufficiently complete data sets. However, as a result of four
decades of investigation, an abundance of data now exist for the Mammoth Cave
Watershed, providing the opportunity for quantitative research in the organization of a
large, highly-developed karst drainage network.
Many well-developed karst aquifers display drainage characteristics that in ways
appear similar to surface networks. The degree of similarities and their consistency
throughout the whole of the karst drainage network are, however, generally unknown.
Quantitative descriptive values to analyze karst flow networks have previously been
largely unattainable. These quantitative descriptors, known as morphometric parameters,
have long been used to describe and predict stream network behavior for surface-flow
systems. The purpose of my investigation was to explore techniques by which
quantitative methods of drainage-network analysis can be applied to shed light on the
evolution, organization, and flow patterns in the Mammoth Cave Watershed. Since 25%
of the global human population is supplied largely or entirely by karst waters, (Ford and
Williams, 1989, p. 6), understanding the processes and behaviors of karst landscapes and
their subterranean stream networks may help humankind to better utilize and manage the
earth's natural resources.
Morphometry
The drainage basin is the fundamental unit for the collection and distribution of
water, solutes, and sediment in fluvial landscapes (Ritter et al., 1995). Before World
War II, studies of drainage basins were primarily descriptive. Studies identified types of
basins and classified them in terms of their patterns or relevance to the progression of
youthful, mature, or old landforms (e.g., Davis, 1889, 1909). Channel and drainage
formation were poorly understood. From these early works, gross generalizations on
regional geologic structure were possible by examining the geometry of a drainage-
network pattern (Figure 1; Howard, 1967). Karst systems were sometimes included in
the descriptive studies, but only surficial elements were included; the relationship
between surface features and the underlying drainage was largely unknown.
In the 1930s and 1940s, the ideas of R.E. Horton marked a fundamental change in
hydrologic thought. Horton was the first to attempt to explain the formation of streams
and basins quantitatively (Horton, 1945). Though this fundamental work is now known
to be only partially correct, Horton's use of mathematical description fostered the birth
of modern quantitative geomorphology. Given these new tools to quantitatively
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Figure 1. Examples of basic drainage patterns (after Howard, 1967, p. 2248).
test and refute hypotheses, earth scientists could now attempt to explain the geometric
characteristics of surface-stream networks. Quantifiable sets of geometric properties
were defined that described the linear, areal, and relief characteristics of the watershed
(Table 1). Each set of relationships provided useful tools with which to study the nature
and behavior of stream networks.
Linear morpho metric relationships describe streams' hierarchical location in the
drainage network, stream number and lengths of segments, and offer a measure of the
basin's geometric homogeneity. Stream ordering schemes were first proposed by
Horton (1945) then revised by Strahler (1952, 1957) and Shreve (1967).
Table 1. Common morphometric relationships (Adapted from Strahler, 1958).
Linear morphometry
Bifurcation ratio
Stream number in each order
Length ratio
Areal morphometry
Drainage density
Constant of channel maintenance
Relief morphometry
Relief ratio
Relative relief
Rueeedness number
Rb = N0/N0+1
N0=Rbs-°
R-L— L0/L0+i
D = EL/A
C=l/D
Rh = H/Lo
Rhp=H/p
R = DH
s= order of master stream, o= any given stream order, H= basin relief, p= basin perimeter
Stream ordering involves applying a numerical value to a stream's position and size
in the basin. The smallest (most upstream) segments farthest from the outlet of the basin
are numbered as first-order streams. Increasingly larger downstream segments have
larger values of stream order. Areal relationships provide useful data on the
characteristics of streams as regards the basin, including the collection of rainfall and
concentration of runoff, the interaction of climate and geology, and the area necessary to
maintain measured units of channel length. Relief relationships provide information
regarding differential elevations within the basin and corresponding elevational
organization of various stream segments. Though relief calculations may be extremely
involved due to their complicated three-dimensional aspect, they have been effective in
quantitatively describing successive phases of landscape evolution (Rodrique-Itrube and
Valdes, 1979). Increasingly, linear, areal, and relief relationships evolved beyond basic
analysis and have been refined to predict geomorphic processes. For example, they have
been used to predict flood peaks, assess sediment yield, and estimate erosion rates (Jolly,
1982; Jensen, 1991; Breinlinger et ai, 1993).
The Karst Aquifer within Traditional Morphometric Schemes
Karst landscapes are widespread, covering some seven to ten percent of the earth's
land surface (White, 1988; Ford and Williams, 1989), yet they are poorly understood.
Typically, solutionally-dominated karst landscapes are characterized by closed
depressions of various sizes and arrangements, by disrupted surface drainage, and by
caves and underground-drainage systems. The underground-drainage network
simultaneously shapes both the surface and subsurface. As a result, the understanding of
associated drainage networks is paramount to the understanding of typical karst
landscapes. The lack of appropriate data has made quantitative spatial analysis of karst
landscapes difficult. Also, only recently, through the development of GIS technology,
has the efficient storage and analysis of large spatial data sets been possible.
Since much of the drainage system lies hidden in the subsurface in karst landscapes,
information on exact locations of currently active water courses has largely been
unavailable. Consequently, earth scientists have been slow to apply quantitative
explanations acquired about surface drainages to the contemporary karst drainage. Most
morphometric work in karst relates to the alignment of surficial features such as
sinkholes (LaValle, 1967, 1968; Williams, 1971, 1972a, 1972b; Kemmerly, 1976;
Kemmerly and Towe, 1982). By making assumptions about the order of trunk streams in
karst, linear relationships have been described that are comparable with surface streams
(White and White, 1979; White, 1988).
The mid-1900s brought forth a change in the knowledge of the karst subsurface. In
the United States, the incorporation of the National Speleological Society (NSS) in 1941
and the Cave Research Foundation (CRF) in 1957 marked the beginning of widespread,
organized cave exploration and the collection of survey data. Since this time, thousands
of cave streams have been explored and mapped. Long-term efforts from these
speleological organizations have produced unparalleled data sets specific to particular
karst landscapes and flow systems. As a result of large-scale cave mapping, investigators
have examined passage orientation quantitatively (Howard, 1971; Palmer, 1991).
Caves, and consequently their maps, tend to retain the imprints of previous drainage
patterns in the form of abandoned, "paleoflow" routes (i.e., dry cave passages). The
spatial quantitative analysis of a cave map does not necessarily reflect true past or
current drainages, but rather a complex assortment of superimposed drainages of
differing ages. With the limited data available for most karst-flow systems, initial
quantitative research has begun to offer objective explanations for descriptive
summaries of the last four decades of explorers. Study of morphometric results show
that in many cases, karst drainages are well-organized, rather than possessing a random
nature, as assumed by early investigators. In fact, karst drainage systems in many parts
of the world appear to have similar spatial organization with respect to each other,
particularly in terms of their cellular sinkhole catchment geometries (Ford and Williams,
1989, pp. 413-423). In addition, these morphometric investigations illustrate that in
areas of fluviokarst, such as in the case of the Mammoth Cave Watershed, surface- and
subsurface-drainage systems co-evolve as a single entity (Ford and William, 1989, pp.
422-423).
Besides lack of adequate data, a second hindrance to a full-scale attempt applying
quantitative study of karst drainage has historically been a lack of technology to store
and process karst data. Hardware and software limitations existed for processing the
large, complex, three-dimensional karst drainage system data sets. Since the
introduction of the first modern computers, however, there has been a constant and
accelerating trend toward faster processors and larger storage devices, which are able to
handle more data and instructions. Hardware technology has evolved to allow storage of
large amounts of information, and high-end personal computers and traditional
workstations alike are able to perform complex manipulations on large data sets
relatively quickly. The advent of GIS software provides a specialized platform for
spatial database manipulation and analysis. As processing power has become more
widely available, a greater number of organizations are making use of GIS software. As
a result, applications and functions are becoming more specialized (Martin, 1996).
Built-in conversion functions and external programming languages allow the preparation
of different types of spatial and temporal data to be used by GIS programs. Data
acquired by cave surveyors, which tend to be station labels, azimuth, distance,
inclination, and ceiling and wall distances, can be imported into a variety of GIS
platforms. After the mapping data is imported into the GIS, attribute (descriptive) data
for areas containing the underground drainage network can be associated with the digital
cave map. Complex spatial analysis functions have been added to high-end GIS
software (i.e., Arc/Info), and now, even inexpensive GIS applications, such as
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) ArcView allow for calculation of
many drainage pattern relationships (Maidment and Djokic, 2000).
Rationale for Site Selection
Quantitative analysis provides the earth scientist with objective tools for studying
dynamic landscapes. While karst landscapes have generally eluded quantitative
understanding as a result of their driving processes (i.e., subsurface streams and their
locations) being hidden subsurface processes, studies analyzing karst with mathematical
tools have begun to reveal organized processes in karst evolution. The application of
quantifiable relationships specifically to contemporary karst basins has been hindered by
lack of data and adequate technology. The Mammoth Cave Watershed provides the
largest data set for quantitative analysis of any karst aquifer. Over the past forty years,
at Mammoth Cave, cavers and scientists with CRF and the Central Kentucky Karst
Coalition (CKKC) have explored and mapped the world's longest known cave system.
Keen observation by William and Elizabeth White, Derek Ford, Art and Peg Palmer,
Paul Williams, Jack Hess, George Deike, Franz-Dieter Miotke, and Roger Brucker have
also generated a significant amount of data about the nature and behavior of the South-
Central Kentucky's karst aquifers (Brucker et al, 1972; LaValle, 1967, 1968; Palmer,
1981; Quinlan and Ray, 1989; Watson, 1966). Though systematic cave exploration and
observation has provided an abundance of information, a major development towards
quantitative analysis of the Mammoth Cave Watershed was made by the efforts of Jim
Quinlan and Joe Ray. By conducting hundreds of dye traces and using wells and caves
to map the potentiometric surface, their detailed map of karst drainage basin boundaries
and flow routes in the Mammoth Cave area is a product that has yet to be duplicated in
any other karst drainage system. Furthermore, since the Quinlan and Ray map was last
revised in 1989, dozens more dye-trace experiments have been conducted by other
investigators (Ray and Currens, 1998a, b; Meiman, et al., 2001).
Technology available from Mammoth Cave National Park and Western Kentucky
University offer computing resources with which to store and analyze these data sets.
Quantitative spatial analysis of the contemporary Mammoth Cave Watershed drainage is
the logical next step in understanding the evolution and organization of karst drainages.
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Study Area: Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin
The focus of this investigation is the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin, which is
part of the Mammoth Cave Watershed. The Mammoth Cave Watershed consists of the
Pike Spring, Echo River, Double Sink, River Styx, Floating Mill Hollow, and Turnhole
Bend Groundwater Basins. Spanning 245 km2, the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin
comprises over 75% of the 317-km2 Mammoth Cave Watershed (Figure 2).
The Mammoth Cave region lies 160 kilometers south of Louisville, Kentucky and
160 kilometers north of Nashville, Tennessee (Figure 2). The karst aquifer within the
Mammoth Cave Watershed has developed in approximately 160 meter-thick
Mississippian-aged limestones. The aquifer is primarily developed in the Girkin, Ste.
Genevieve, and St. Louis Limestones (Haynes, 1964, Miotke and Palmer, 1972). The
cavernous limestones are overlain by the Big Clifty Sandstone, a relatively insoluble
layer of Mississippian sandstone and shale. Three physiographic subprovinces comprise
the Mammoth Cave Watershed: the Glasgow Uplands in the south, the Sinkhole Plain in
the central region, and the Mammoth Cave Plateau in the north (Figure 3).
The Green River, a tributary of the Ohio River, is the outlet for the Mammoth Cave
Watershed. Mammoth Cave's karst flow networks are tributaries to the Green River and
are thus controlled by the river's location and behavior. The close communication
between the cave streams and Green River is exhibited in cave-level development within
the caves as related to the geomorphic history of the Green River Valley. Fluvial
downcutting of the Green River Valley is mirrored within the cave system, and has led
to the development of tiered levels within the cave (Palmer, 1981). As the Green River
continuously downcuts its valley, lowering regional base level, cave streams develop
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conduits correspondingly deeper, and abandon higher flow routes. Thus, the Mammoth
Cave area is typified by multilevel caves, with the lowest levels containing the major
active conduits and hence in general, the youngest cave passages. Beryllium and
aluminum dating of quartz gravels by Granger and others (2001) in the region's higher,
abandoned cave levels, have found that Green River downcutting averages 30 meters per
one million years. These data reveal that major conduit development within Mammoth
Cave's karst aquifer has been ongoing for at least three million years.
The Glasgow Uplands have developed on the Middle and Lower St. Louis
Limestone. The lower beds of the St. Louis consist of impure limestones, including
gypsum, shale, and chert. As a result, the Glasgow Uplands exhibit surficial stream
flow. Generally, these surface streams flow northwesterly (down the regional dip of the
bedrock) toward the Green River. The purer limestone of the middle St. Louis forms an
obstacle to the surface flow route to the Green River, and these surface creeks disappear
underground shortly after making contact with the Middle St. Louis Limestone. The
line of surface stream sink-points demarcates the Glasgow Uplands/Sinkhole Plain
Boundary.
At an average elevation of 200 meters above sea level, the Sinkhole Plain consists of
the Upper St. Louis and Lower Ste. Genevieve limestones. Thousands of sinkholes exist
in a band between the Glasgow Uplands and the Mammoth Cave Plateau. Within an
approximately four-kilometer wide and 18-kilometer long band, few surface streams
exist; water is quickly channeled down sinkhole drains.
Within the Mammoth Cave Region, the Mammoth Cave Plateau has been dissected,
creating karst valleys that may extend ten kilometers or more from the escarpment edge
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to the Green River. Above the limestone karst valleys, the nearby ridges are capped
with the Mississippian-aged Big Clifty Sandstone. The sandstone forms the ridge tops
and also serves as an aquitard to meteoric water entering the caves vertically from the
surface. As a result, both active and inactive passages underlying the sandstone caprock
are dominated by caves developed via lateral flow of groundwater (ie., mostly along
geologic bedding planes).
The Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin consists of two major sub-basins, the Mill
Hole and Proctor sub-basins (Table 2) (Quinlan and Ray, 1989; Ray and Currens, 1998a,
1998b). The Mill Hole Sub-basin includes two perennial surface streams, Little Sinking
Creek and Gardner Creek. Sub-basins of Proctor include Patoka Creek and Logsdon
River. The subsurface Logsdon River within Mammoth Cave is one of the world's
longest continuously traversable cave streams. Logsdon River lies within portions of the
Mammoth Cave System that are within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin. Other
major caves exist in each of the sub-basins, but many more large stream segments await
discovery and are likely to be submerged in the phreatic zone.
Within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin, 120 individual caves possessing ten
meters or greater true horizontal length have been cataloged for this project, 46 of these
with perennial base-flow streams. The Martin Ridge Cave System is the longest known
cave that exists entirely within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin (Table 3). With
15 kilometers of mapped cave streams, the Martin Ridge Cave System possesses one-
quarter of all mapped subsurface streams in the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin. The
cave was originally mapped under direction of the National Park Service in an effort to
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Table 2. Description of Sub-Basins within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin
Turnhole
Bend Basin
Logsdon
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Red River
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Mill Hole
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23.8
40.5
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TURNHOLE BEND GROUNDWATER
BASIN
Highest Point in Basin
(Pruitt's Knob in Sub-basin B)
305 m
Highest Point on Basin Perimeter
(Flint Knob in Sub-Basin B)
297 m
Lowest point in basin (Turnhole
Spring at Sub-basin E)
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Maximum Basin Relief
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Table 3. Caves over one-km long within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin
Cave Name
Martin Ridge Cave
System
James Cave
Lee Cave
Parker Cave
Smith Valley Cave
Coach Cave
Emerson-Gift Horse
Cave
Brushy Knob Cave
Long Cave
Cedar Spring
Saltpeter Cave
Diamond Caverns
Renick Cave
Neighbor Cave
*minor caves: less
than one km in length
Mammoth Cave
System
Total
Cartographers
Alan Glennon, Don Coons,
and Steve Duncan
Glen Merrill
Pat Wilcox
Don Coons
Joel Despain
Glen Merrill
Jim Borden
Dave Black
Tim Schafstall
Don Coons
Gary Berdeaux
Jim Borden and Jim Currens
Alan Glennon
Alan Glennon, Bob Osbum,
Don Coons, and Jim Borden
Bob Osburn, Pat Kambesis,
and Jim Borden
Cave Length (m)
52,143
16,496
12,875
10,461
4,731
3,218
3,000
2,104
1,797
1,217
1,207
1,030
1,005
50,000 in
Turnhole Basin
(571,327 entire
system)
161,284
Lateral Stream Length
(m)
14,777
*
2,199
5,198
1,730
300m estimate, not
included in total
612
*
*
*
*
*
9
235
16,173 in Turnhole
Basin
40,933
no surveyed perennial streams.
Numerous caves, less than a kilometer in length, contain perennial streams. However, these
stream lengths have a lateral length less than 5m. Surveyed exceptions include Monroe
Sandstone Cave 25 m, Mickey Mouse Cave 9 m, Indian Cave 30 m, Glennon Spring Cave 5 m,
Cripple Creek 91 m, Owl Cave 15 m, South Valley Cave 60 m, and Pigthistle Cave.
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delineate groundwater basins of the Mammoth Cave region. Starting in 1996, with
particular emphasis on the cave's stream networks, additional portions of the system
were explored and mapped by myself. The resulting Martin Ridge Cave System data are
exceptional for quantitatively examining a major karst drainage network, and thus are a
particular focus of my study.
CHAPTER II
METHODS
A conceptual framework for analysis
For this investigation, base-flow within a karst aquifer is defined as stream discharge
derived from nonconduit, fracture and matrix seepage. An active, base-flow stream is
defined as flowing water with lateral flow exceeding ten meters under base-flow
conditions. These two definitions identify and describe cave streams that remain active
under the driest conditions. Except where indicated otherwise, only active, base-flow
streams are included in the study's morphometric analyses. By focusing on base-flow
conditions, complexities such as overflow routing and abandoned passage storage,
which occur in the karst groundwater basin during high-flow events, are minimized.
Detailed topological definitions for surface fluvial networks have been developed,
(e.g., Horton, 1945; Shreve, 1967; James and Krumbein, 1969), and Howard (1971) has
formulated similar terminology for cave-passageway topology. In my work, it is
recognized that the function of an active conduit within the contemporary karst drainage
system involves the delivery of water through the drainage network. Each segment of a
network, or conduit, is defined as a, functional link between two intersections, or nodes.
A conduit segment's upstream and downstream nodes are its source point and drain
point, respectively.
Karst drainage systems evolve through time. Since the character of a passage is
directly related to both its original function within the karst flow system and its evolving
role in the network through time, any single conduit may have served multiple functions
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contributing to its development and current geometry. At any moment during flow-
system evolution, functional links can be classified into one of three types: 1) perennial
stream, 2) intermittently active (flood zone), and 3) abandoned conduits. These can be
defined with respect to the probability of flow (PflOw) during any given moment (Table
4). Perennial streams, in turn, are of two types: those with the streams that were
responsible for forming the passage (self-formed), and abandoned conduits that later
receive flow by fortuitous intersection with younger streams (coincidental).
Table 4. Classification of Karst-Aquifer Functional Links
Functional Link
Perennial Conduit
a) flowing in a self-formed passage
b) flow using a coincidental passage
Intermittently Active Conduit
Abandoned Conduit
Probability of flow
Pflow ~ 1
0 < Pflow <1
Pflow = 0
Modifications to the geometry of the active flow networks of the Mammoth Cave
Watershed occur as they have evolved. These modifications are in response to a
lowering regional base-level as the Green River deepened its valley over the last several
million years (Granger et al, 2001). Perennial conduits become inactive and cave
passages are truncated as surface valleys cut deeper into the landscape. Additionally,
sediment in transit through the cave systems can completely fill conduits. Furthermore,
much of the contemporary drainage network may not be accessible to explorers. The
explorable passages within a given cave are thus often just fragments of a contemporary
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or past drainage system, and are termed link fragments. A single past or present
functional link may consist of one or more link fragments within a single cave, or indeed
within several caves of a groundwater drainage basin. This concept was illustrated by
Palmer (1981) who recognized that Boone, Cleaveland, and Big Avenues within the
Mammoth Cave System, as well as Marshall Avenue within Lee Cave, were all parts of
a single, major functional link whose purpose was to drain water to the Green River at
the vicinity of the contemporary Turnhole Spring.
Morphometric analysis of surface-stream networks has been used to quantitatively
describe stream basins with the goal of understanding their processes and evolution
(Horton, 1945; Strahler, 1952, 1957, 1958, 1964; Shreve, 1967; Patton and Baker, 1976;
Rodrique-Iturbe and Valdes, 1979; Abrahams, 1984; Chutha and Doodge, 1990;
Wilgoose et al., 1991). Particularly through the use of a GIS, karst-drainage network
data pertaining to the three-dimensional flow network, surface topography and
catchments, and discharge can be stored, managed, and queried for analysis (cf. Maguire
and Dangermond, 1994; Martin, 1996; Maidment and Djokic, 2000; Szukalski, 2001).
This study supports a long-range goal of understanding processes associated with
evolving karst-drainage systems, and the Mammoth Cave Watershed in particular, by
analysis of cave-conduit function.
Each passage within a cave system evolves under a set of flow conditions associated
with the function that the conduit serves in delivering fluid through the aquifer system.
The concept of passage function can serve as a framework within which to classify each
of the passages that makes up a cave system. White (1988) identified the broadest level
for such a classification appropriate for the Mammoth Cave area by recognizing regional
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trunk conduits, valley drains, and local shaft drains, in addition to smaller-scale porosity
elements that generally preclude direct measurement. With discrimination of each
mapped passage into one of these generic functions, combined with a detailed
identification of the source point and drain point for each conduit, a comprehensive
understanding of a particular cave system's most fundamental nature, its past and present
behavior, might be possible. For most karst flow systems, the classification should be
considered at the drainage-basin scale, as explorable cave systems are generally only
separated fragments of a comprehensive drainage network. The analysis can thus serve
as a tool with which to understand the regional relations between surveyed caves of a
single, large drainage system such as those typical of the south-central Kentucky karst.
The geometry of and relations between conduits are determined by the distribution of
fractures and hydraulic heads within the aquifer as the system evolves (Ford and Ewers,
1978; Palmer, 1991). Time must be considered as well, because the boundary
conditions themselves, particularly head distributions, evolve over time scales typical of
karst-aquifer development (Groves and Howard, 1994; Howard and Groves, 1995). This
occurrence is in response to the continuously changing permeabilities within the aquifer
due to mineral dissolution, as well as the evolving topography which can cause locations
and elevations of the primary sources and drains to change. At any moment during the
flow system's evolution, passages may be 1) perennially active, as a fundamental part of
the contemporary drainage system, 2) permanently abandoned, as base level responds to
lowering of the primary system drains (regional springs), or 3) intermittently active, as
conduits within a flood-water zone become active in response to storms when the
hydraulic head within some region of the aquifer reaches the elevation of a particular
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conduit's source point. In the karst aquifers of South-Central Kentucky, the height of
this flood-water zone has been measured to exceed 25 meters during single storm events
four times since 1984 (Meiman, 1997).
Hydrogeologic Inventory
A hydrogeologic inventory was conducted of springs, soil springs, seeps, sinkholes,
swallets, karst windows, sinking streams, and caves within the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin. A substantial amount of inventory work has already been
conducted in the basin by both cave explorers and hydrologists (Quinlan and Ray, 1989;
Currens and Ray, 1998a, b). However, though intense inventory efforts were
undertaken, the majority of the active stream network in the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin remains unexplored. Karst features, such as caves, springs and
sinkholes, were each examined with respect to their base-flow condition. A Microsoft
Access® database was created to store name, location, and presence of base-flow
streams for each feature. Known caves were assessed for active base-flow streams, and
when available, stream maps were georeferenced in Arc/Info and ArcView for spatial
bookkeeping. When possible, known stream locations were field checked to determine
their base-flow discharge and length.
Field checking for this thesis also led to a large amount of new data for the Turnhole
Bend Groundwater Basin. Many previously unknown caves were discovered, which
included a number of new active, base-flow streams. Caves and their streams were
mapped using a handheld sight compass and tape measure. Azimuth, inclination, and
length were taken, including both front shots and redundant back shots. To reduce
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errors, when front and back measurements did not agree to within one degree, both front
and back shots were retaken. When streams were encountered, they were noted on the
survey, and later assessed for their likelihood of perennial flow. Cave survey data were
reduced using the Compass and WALLS cave-survey programs (Fish, 2001; McKenzie,
2001). Cave-stream data were then transferred to the project GIS.
A comprehensive effort was made to extract all available water-flow data from maps,
sketches, and surveyors to obtain the actual location of the currently active base-flow
streams. Hydrologic attributes were then added to the GIS database in ArcView and
Arc/Info. An inventory of data sources and attribute data included quantity of flow,
direction of flow, and where available, water quality, but the most important data
represent the presence of base-flow water at and between survey stations. When an
unfamiliar or previously unknown stream was cataloged, climatic data from the College
Heights Weather Station in Bowling Green were checked to determine that water noted
in the caves did not occur solely as a response to high precipitation.
Data for the study existed in several formats. The majority of the karst-drainage data
exist in cave-survey books. Two types of important drainage-oriented data occur in
these books: the cave map and the location of streams within the map. Data on currently
active base-flow streams were extracted from survey books and associated with survey
points and traverses within the cave using GIS software. Cave-survey data exist in a
variety of formats and include: survey station names, length, azimuth, and in many
instances, inclination between stations. Base-flow stream location data were obtained
from sketches from "in-cave" survey parties, by interviewing explorers themselves, and
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from the final map sheets produced by the cave cartographers (Glennon et al, 2001;
Osburn, 2001; Borden and Brucker, 1998; Duncan et al, 1998; Coons, 1997).
Integrating Cave Data into the Geographic Information System
To objectively characterize the function and nature of any karst feature, the initial
steps are classification and quantification. Cave explorers have long characterized cave
passageways, in both descriptive and quantitative ways. Cavers' observations,
particularly cave-survey data, provide important data for understanding the internal
organization of a karst aquifer. In the Mammoth Cave region, modern explorers,
including those from the National Park Service, Cave Research Foundation (CRF),
Central Kentucky Karst Coalition, the Detroit Urban Grotto, James Cave Project, and
other groups have produced an immense knowledge base about the passageways during
more than five decades of sustained effort. Surveys of passage geometry, including
length, azimuth, and dimension estimates, have been made of over 850 kilometers of
passages so far in the Mammoth Cave region, including over 575 kilometers within the
Mammoth Cave System.
From these previous survey and scientific efforts, compiling a cave data set of
consistent format is one of the great challenges for the karst-aquifer modeler. Survey
data for the Mammoth Cave Watershed have been acquired over the last 180 years (e.g.,
Lee, 1835; Hovey, 1909; White & White, 1989). Only within the last twenty years,
however, have cave mappers increased survey standards to consistently include not only
x and y coordinates but also elevation (z coordinates). Fortunately, since 80% or more
of the cave streams within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin have been discovered
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within the last twenty years, a majority of the data set for this investigation include
accurate x, y, and z data.
Cave-survey data were acquired digitally from many different digital cave-data
reduction programs. These included Smaps, Compass, WALLS, Cave Mapping
Language (CML), and spreadsheet macro-programs. Furthermore, much of the cave
survey-data were available only as final paper cave maps. ArcView GIS and Arc/Info 8
were used to import these differing data sets and integrate them into a standard data set.
Each of the caves' data were imported into Arc/Info coverages and ArcView shapefiles
using either AutoCAD import protocols, ArcView CaveTools, or manual digitizing.
Cave passageways and streams were georegistered to the GIS using Universal
Transmercator coordinates, North American Datum 1927, Zone 16. This projection and
coordinate system were used in order to be consistent with data sets produced at
Mammoth Cave National Park.
Once the cave data sets were integrated into ArcView and Arc/Info, several other
layers were imported or created, including: hypsography (1:24,000), digital
orthophotography (1:12,000), Anderson Class III landuse (1:12,000), surface catchments
above the Martin Ridge Cave System (1:12,000), perennial surface streams (1:24,000),
and surface geology (1:24,000) (Glennon and Groves, 1999; Pfaff etal, 1999).
Drainage basins were determined and digitized and included as ArcView shapefiles. In
several cases, basins were further delineated in terms of sub-basins by normalized base-
flow calculations (Quinlan and Ray, 1995).
A nearby 1,880 km2 area of surface drainages was analyzed to compare drainage
density versus climate and geology. ArcView and Arc/Info were used to store these data
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in the same format, projection, and coordinate system as was done in the karst study.
Shapefiles imported or created for surface analysis include: geology (1:24,000),
hypsography (1:24,000), perennial streams (1:24,000), and surface basins (1:24,000).
Initial nonkarst stream locations were identified from USGS topographic and geologic
quadrangle maps. The stream drainage basins were identified at topographic divides
shown by the hypsography layer. Several streams and surface basins were field checked
during low- flow conditions and the GIS maps modified as necessary.
Drainage Density
As a result of the nature of work performed by previous investigators and the nature
of their collected data sets, this investigation focuses on two-dimensional, areal,
morphometric relationships. Sustained research work in the Mammoth Cave Area since
the 1950s provided the necessary data on locations of cave streams, drainage area
values, base-flow discharges, the potentiometric surface, and flood hydrographs
(Osburn, 2001; Glennon, 2001; Duncan et al, 1998; Ray and Currens, 1998a, b; Coons,
1997b; Quinlan and Ray, 1989; Meiman, 1989).
The initial attempt at calculating a quantitative parameter for the Mammoth Cave
Watershed was an examination of basin drainage density. Drainage density is defined as
the combined length of all streams in a basin divided by the area of the basin (Strahler et
al, 1958). It is a measure of average length of streams per unit drainage area, and
describes the spacing of the drainageways. Drainage density has been interpreted to
reflect the interaction between climate and geology (Ritter et al, 1995). The inverse of
drainage density, the constant of channel maintenance, indicates the minimum area
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required for the development and maintenance of a unit length of channel (Schumm,
1956). Due to the prior scarcity of sufficient data and processing technology for the
karst aquifer, drainage density represents a previously uncalculated numerical measure
describing the manner in which a basin collects and transmits water through its network.
Five different methods were used to calculate active, base-flow drainage density
given the incomplete data set available (Table 5). For all five methods, stream-segment
lengths were summed by adding the stream lengths as projected onto a horizontal plane.
The following paragraphs outline how stream lengths were calculated and areas defined
for the drainage-density calculation for each of the five methods.
Technique 1
First, the sum of mapped-segment lengths from subsurface and surface streams was
calculated. Drainage density was calculated by dividing the stream-length summation by
the area of the entire Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin (Table 5). Since mapped cave
streams reflect only a fraction of all streams in the karst flow network, several other
approaches were devised to obtain possible drainage-density values.
Technique 2
A second approach to calculating drainage density entailed a procedure similar to
technique 1, but with the inclusion of regional dye-trace data and surface-stream lengths
(Table 4). This investigation calculated dye-trace flow lengths from a digital version of
the Ray and Currens maps (Ray and Currens, 1998a, b). All mapped cave streams in the
Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin were summed to include the total length of surface
Table 5. Drainage Density Formulas
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Drainage
Density (D)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Area Examined (A)
Total Basin
Total Basin
Total Basin
Total Basin
Sub-basins total
Surface Stream
Length (s)
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Not included
Cave Stream
Length (c)
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measuredb
Dye Trace Length (d)
Not included
Straight Line
"Smoothed" Line
Straight line * 1.5a
Not included
1.5 represents average sinousity of other mapped large cave streams in the basin.
b
 only those stream lengths and areas with clear catchments included
Method Drainage Density Equation
(1)
D = s + c
(2)
D = s + c + d
A
(3)
D = s + c + d
(4)
D =
d*\.5c
A
(5)
D =
A1
" 1.5 represents average sinousity of other mapped large cave streams in the basin.
b
 only those stream lengths and areas with clear catchments included
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streams and straight-line dye-trace route lengths. The dye-trace length can be calculated
using straight-line lengths from dye input points to its output receptors. As streams
converged, a minimum straight line flow length geometry was maintained for each
segment. Together, these represent a minimum flow length within the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin that considers more of the unmapped and phreatic portions of the
aquifer.
Technique 3
Quinlan and Ray (1989) derived their dye-trace routes by taking into account known
caves and the potentiometric surface (Table 5). By considering the caves,
potentiometric surface, and topography, the interpolated flow routes are curves
approximating the regional flow routes of the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin.
The length of their interpolated curves was divided by the total area of the Turnhole
Bend Groundwater Basin to obtain another value for drainage density. As with
Technique 2, this value underestimates the actual drainage-density value for the basin
because it includes only streams represented by dye tracing. In the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin, dye tracing has only been conducted on a regional scale. Thus, the
derived value for drainage density accounts for only the largest conduits in the karst
system.
Technique 4
Straight-line dye-trace lengths do not account for the sinuosity that has been
measured in known stream conduits within the aquifer. A regional groundwater flow
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length value can be calculated by including the sinuosity of the cave streams along
individual dye-trace segments. A sinuosity value was calculated using all stream
segments exceeding 500 meters in the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin. For the
average stream exceeding 500 meters long, the watercourse flows 1.5 kilometers for
every one kilometer of straight-line distance. A final drainage density value was
calculated incorporating cave-stream sinuosity into the equation (Table 5).
Technique 5
Lastly, a focused approach on the Martin Ridge Cave System delineated the
individual catchments of the cave's mapped streams (Figure 4). By comparing the
mapped streams and their catchments, another value for drainage density was calculated.
Since most of the streams discussed below were only recently discovered, the surface
drained by Martin Ridge Cave has not yet been delineated through systematic dye
tracing. Until additional fieldwork can be done, a provisional set of rules and
assumptions has been developed to delineate the most appropriate recharge basin for
each of the underground streams within the flow network. Only one stream in Martin
Ridge Cave was excluded from method 5 analysis, and that was Red River. With a
recharge basin exceeding 100 km2, the Red River, the downstream segment of the
Hawkins River, was not used in the analysis. The remaining streams drained small to
intermediate-sized catchments (Figure 4). Streams within Whigpistle Cave were
examined to determine their elevation with respect to surface catchments and their most
likely sinkhole recharge areas. Several streams approached the surface close enough to
allow clear determination of their recharge zone. Streams in the central portion of the
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Figure 4. Surface Catchments overlying perennial streams within the Martin Ridge
Cave System
system are "hemmed in" by a large karst valley. The highest elevations in the streams
generally are above the level of the valley floor, so it is assumed these streams drain the
valley area and the nearby surrounding ridgetop areas. These provisional methods likely
overestimate drainage basin boundaries, and results of analyses using these boundaries
may be subject to revision. This likelihood is especially true as basins are more firmly
established by future hydrogeologic fieldwork. Catchment areas defined in this
investigation provide maximum, bounding values of recharge areas for underlying
streams. This logic was used to remain consistent with the objective of obtaining a
minimum drainage-density value. With areas so defined, the drainage area was summed
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and densities calculated. Drainage density formulas are summarized in Table 5.
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Surface-Drainage Density Study
A surface-drainage density analysis was conducted for the purpose of comparing the
karst basin to a nonkarst environment (Figure 5). The surface study examined an 1,880
km area drained by 1,856 surface streams. The area begins ten kilometers northwest of
the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin and continues to the west-northwest for another
60 kilometers. Stream maps from United State Geological Survey (USGS) topographic
quadrangles were gathered as ArcView shapefiles from the Kentucky Geological
Survey. Next, the surface site was visited to determine if the stream map accurately
represented the streams' perennial lengths. The digital stream map was corrected as
necessary, but only minor revisions were necessary. Surface watersheds were delineated
using surface divides and placed into ArcView shapefiles. ArcView was used to create
a sum of all the stream lengths, and also to sum the total watershed area. At 1:24,000
scale, drainage density for the surface study area was calculated using the formula
(Strahler, 1958):
D = IL/A (2.1)
D = Drainage density
EL = Summation of all stream lengths in the watershed
A = Total area drained by the streams
Unlike karst drainage-density values, a complete summation of surface perennial-
stream lengths was possible for the surface watershed. Also, the surface-watershed area
was clearly determined using topographic highs. With all streams inventoried and the
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watershed clearly defined, a single drainage-density value was calculated for the surface
study site. The result is presented in Table 8 of the Results Chapter.
R o u g h R i v e r
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Figure 5. Location of Surface Study Area
Stream Ordering
For surface-flow systems, a geometric relationship exists between the number of
streams of differing orders, the combined length of their extent, and the combined and
average size of their catchments (Abrahams, 1984). Within Martin Ridge Cave, several
large, integrated stream networks have been mapped. For these networks, and where
sufficient data exists, streams were classified by order. In the Strahler (1952) stream
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ordering scheme, the smallest streams are designated first-order streams (u=l). Where
two streams of equal order join, they form a stream of order u+1. When streams of
unequal order join, the stream downstream of the junction has the same order as the
higher order confluent stream.
With these relationships in mind, an effort was made to order base-flow streams
within the Martin Ridge Cave System and to calculate the number of streams of varying
orders, their catchment sizes, and lengths. Data from dye-tracing experiments provided
possible lengths and ordering clues for the large streams in the basin (Quinlan and Ray,
1989). Small stream ordering was taken from the map of Turnhole Bend Groundwater
Basin streams created for this investigation. Individual streams (regardless of perceived
size) were labeled first-order streams if they did not intercept any other stream. Stream
segment fragments known by dye tracing to be connected were grouped with their
parent streams and not calculated as a new discrete stream.
The Surface-Drainage Network
In the Mammoth Cave Watershed, subsurface karst drainage appears to be influenced
by the surface drainage that existed before the development of the karst landscape. Dye
tracing experiments ongoing since the 1920s provide a map of current flow routes
through the aquifer (Anderson, 1925; Ray and Currens, 1998a, b). The map shows a
dendritic network of smaller-order streams draining into larger-order streams (Figure 2).
At coarse, regional scales, surface-elevation maps of the Mammoth Cave region portray
an organized, dendritic surface network (Figure 6). However, the modern Turnhole
Bend Groundwater Basin is pitted with sinkholes and large karst valleys.
Cave City
Park City
A 6 Kilometers
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Figure 6. Elevation Model of Mammoth Cave Region. Lighter shades are higher
elevations. The contour interval is 30 meters.
GIS was used to examine possible regional surface-elevation patterns. A 30-meter
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was compiled of the Mammoth Cave Watershed and
adjacent area (USGS, 1993, 1994). The 30-meter DEM is a raster data set in which an
array of 30-meter x 30-meter grid cells each possess a single elevation value. The grid
provides a continuous surface of elevation values for the study area. In the Mammoth
Cave Watershed and surrounding area, thousands of internally-drained depressions exist.
Likewise, in the DEM, thousands of internally-drained depressions, or sinks, exist.
These sinks are defined as cells (or groups of cells of equal elevation) in which all
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neighboring cells are higher in elevation (ESRI, 1999). While GIS applications are able
to determine flow direction and networks by comparing the elevations of the DEM, sinks
are problematic for the GIS. The GIS flow-network algorithm is accustomed to stream
networks converging on a single or small number of trunk streams. In the Mammoth
Cave area, as a result of sinks, the flow-network algorithm creates thousands of
disjointed streams draining into individual internally-drained basins. Therefore, the
hydrologic-network algorithm used by the GIS has little use in a highly-karstified
landscape. However, in nonkarst landscapes, a small number of sinks sometimes exist in
a typical DEM. These errors are common enough that ArcView and Arc/Info have
functions to remove the sinks. The function, "FILL," is an iterative process which raises
the value of a grid cell (or cell groups) until it is no longer bounded by higher elevation
cells.
In order to examine the regional surface-elevation patterns that appear to exist in the
Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin, the "FILL" function was performed on the basin's
DEM. The procedure effectively "smoothed" the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin's
sinkholes and karst valleys, filling them to their lowest saddle drain. Using the GIS, a
flow network was then constructed on the "FILLED" DEM. The result is a channel
network that accentuates the current basin-wide surface-drainage patterns, and possibly
reflects the shape of the pre-karst drainage network of the Turnhole Bend Groundwater
Basin. The results section of the investigation compares the product of this model to the
current and theorized historical flow network.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Paleohydrology of the Martin Ridge Cave System
Martin Ridge Cave is a multi-tier, multi-drainage-line cave system (Figure 7). The
fifty-kilometer cave system is separated into three major sections, which were each
individually surveyed by different cave-exploration groups: 1) Whigpistle Cave to the
west, 2) Martin Ridge Cave in the central portion of the system, and 3) Jackpot Cave to
the east. Connections between cave passageways in the three sections were discovered
and mapped in 1996. Thirty-five of the fifty kilometers of cave passage that have been
surveyed in the Martin Ridge System do not currently carry active base-flow streams.
These thirty-five kilometers are highly variable in nature. In Whigpistle Cave, the
western portion of the system, paleoconduits consist of a large number of mid-size to
large trunk segments within the floodwater zone. Some of these trunks are among the
largest and most continuous passages in the south-central Kentucky karst. Most show
evidence of flooding with only a handful of passages showing long-term desiccation
(represented by an abundance of gypsum). In the central portion of the Martin Ridge
Cave System, large, low-lying trunks are present along with trunks at higher elevations.
The central portion of the system possesses paleoconduits that were formed by local,
intermediate, and regional scale catchments. The eastern portion of the Martin Ridge
Cave System consists of primarily of local-scale paleodrainage canyons and crawls. At
least one intermediate canyon passage (15 meters high by 1.5 meters wide) has been
discovered; it follows east to west along the axis of the overlying ridge and
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Hypothesized Flow Routes
from Dye Traces
Figure 7. Generalized Map of the Martin Ridge Cave System, Edmonson County, Kentucky. Sources: Ray and Currens,
1998b; Glennoncf al., 2001.
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terminates quickly in breakdown (Duncan el al., 1998). Evidence of contemporary
flooding is absent in the majority of passageways. Though the small paleodrainages of
Jackpot Cave comprise at least a kilometer of the eastern portion of the cave, one large
paleoconduit, the Celestial Borehole, is a three kilometer-long, continuous trunk running
roughly south to north with an average ceiling elevation of 203 meters. The passage
may have a relationship with Frost Avenue (elev. -194 meters) in Mammoth Cave to the
north or possibly the high-elevation trunks in Long Cave (elev. -219 meters). Though
lying within the contemporary Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin, the location and
alignment of Celestial Borehole suggests that its underground course may have drained
to an ancestral Echo River Spring. Palmer (1987) found that major passage levels of the
Mammoth Cave Watershed formed at the level of the Green River at any given time and
tend to lie at roughly the same elevation. Though the passageways within the Martin
Ridge Cave System lie several kilometers to the south and west of Mammoth Cave
proper and passage levels lie within different stratigraphic units, elevations of major
passageways in the Martin Ridge Cave system are comparable to other trunk
passageways within the Mammoth Cave Watershed.
The ground surface influences the underlying cave. Previous investigators have
found numerous examples of valley-side and sandstone caprock influences on the
underlying cave (Watson, 1966; Brucker et al, 1972; Miotke and Palmer, 1972; Palmer,
1981; White and White, 1989). The majority of the Whigpistle section of the system
lies underneath and near Cedar Spring Valley. The wide karst valley contains Mill Hole
to southeast and Cedar Sink to the north. Only the lowest elevation passageways remain
intact. As in other areas of the Mammoth Cave Watershed, many of the trunk passages
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of the cave have been filled with sediment and are only accessible in segments where
contemporary streams have intersected these large passages. These active streams have
allowed some of the sediment to be excavated downwards deeper into the aquifer,
revealing the huge original size of these passages.
The farthest western sections of Whigpistle Cave lie underneath a sandstone-capped
ridge. Both the western portion of the cave and the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin
are bound by the nonkarst Beaver Dam Creek. The cave system possesses two main
passageways in this far western portion of the system. One is the low-elevation
Slackwater Creek which delivers water from a large sinkhole network at the edge of the
escarpment. The other passageway is the Lambda Survey which is a higher-elevation
trunk (155 meters elevation) with an orientation parallel to the edge of the escarpment.
This elevation is tentative since large vertical errors exist in the Whigpistle survey data.
Field observations in the Lambda Survey found dry, sandy floors and gypsum-encrusted
walls. Not far from the eastern end of the Lamba Survey, however, evidence of flooding
exists in an adjacent passage possessing only a slight vertical drop; thus, the 155-meter
elevation estimate is reasonable.
Farther to the east, known passageways in Martin Ridge tend to be drier and higher in
elevation in comparison to the western portion of the cave. As passages are encountered
in the east, they are farther from the large Cedar Spring Valley; thus, several high
elevation passageways remain intact. The central portion of the system crosses
underneath large internally drained valleys; therefore, although high-level passageways
exist, they tend to be highly segmented. In the extreme eastern end of the system,
Jackpot Cave lies mostly underneath sandstone caprock (Figure 7). Most of the locally-
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developed passageways in Jackpot Cave owe their existence to a single large sinkhole.
Unlike the central and western portions of the system, in the east, many small, dry
paleoconduits exist. Jackpot Cave is known as much for its dryness and long crawls as
for its single large trunk, the Celestial Borehole.
Palmer, White, and others (cited in Quinlan and Ewers, 1981) have created a
chronology of the evolution of the Echo River and Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basins.
It is consistent with these models that the Upper Trunk, the highest major passage in
Martin Ridge Cave, was an upstream portion of the ancestral Echo River Basin prior to
the initiation of Turnhole Spring. This large, high-level passage, which may be an
upstream functional link segment of the Celestial Borehole of Jackpot Cave, appears to
have long ago carried a major river toward the northeast. This direction is nearly the
opposite flow relative to the contemporary flow direction of nearby Hawkins River. The
passage's ceiling elevation at over 200 m, higher than the elevation of the Sinkhole Plain
nearby to the south, suggests that the passage may predate development of the
contemporary Sinkhole Plain. It is believed that the present Sinkhole Plain began to
develop as far back as the late Tertiary. This belief is based on a similar argument
applied by Palmer (1981) to Collins Avenue, another high-level trunk, located ten
kilometers to the northeast beneath Flint Ridge.
With increasing depth within Martin Ridge Cave, major passage alignments shift
from easterly to increasingly northern and western water flow. With further analysis,
new data from the Martin Ridge Cave System may provide additional insight into the
relationship between Long Cave, Short Cave, Neighbor Cave (a newly discovered, very
high-level trunk segment with an elevation of 235m), Frost Avenue and Kamper Avenue
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in Mammoth Cave, especially with respect to the piracy of the Echo River Basin to
Turnhole Spring, which occurred in the late Tertiary or early Quaternary, perhaps a
million years ago (Palmer, 1981).
Major active and paleoconduits in the central portion of the Martin Ridge Cave
System are summarized in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Since Whigpistle Cave was surveyed
before the standardization of higher precision vertical surveying methods, survey data
within that part of the cave system are not sufficiently precise for geological
interpretation in these environments of very low regional dip, and are thus not shown.
One major passage from Whigpistle Cave, Yoh Avenue, is represented to show its
relationship to Dreamland and Dreamland Extension of the Martin Ridge section. Its
vertical control has been set relative to local base level, and it appears to comprise a
single major functional link with these two other link fragments. Data have not yet been
made available by the surveyors of the Jackpot section of the system.
The following sections describe the various elements of Figure 8:
1. Passage shapes are diagrammatically shown possessing elliptical,
rectangular, or intermediate geometry. An individual passage is defined as
having a beginning and an end node. These beginning and end nodes are
either an intersection, terminus, or a point where the nature of the
passageway's function has changed.
2. Along the passage length, average cross-sectional area was calculated from
survey data as a function of the passage width and height with respect to the
true horizontal distance of the survey shot. For the average cross section,
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Figure 8. Major Passages of Martin Ridge Cave, Edmonson County, Kentucky.
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the scale is twenty meters per grid spacing on both the X and Y axis. The
maximum passage dimensions are outlined over the average passage
dimensions. The ratio of maximum and average cross section provides a
measure of siltation, breakdown, or other passage modification.
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3. Relative positions of the passages are shown on an east-west axis. The
relative location of the passage is the centroid of passage shape with a scale
of each grid space being 500 meters. The left side of the graph is to the
west. The sandstone/limestone contact was taken from USGS topographic
maps along this east-west axis (Haynes, 1962, 1964; Klemic, 1963;
Richard, 1964).
4. The base-flow potentiometric surface (Quinlan and Ray, 1989) is also
represented in this similar east-west orientation. The top of the floodwater
zone during the peak of the March 1, 1997 flood event was observed in the
cave by examination of fresh mud and noting erased footprints during visits
to the cave after the floodwaters had receded. Water levels from the March
1997 flood event were on the same scale as the floods in 1984 (Meiman,
1997). These storms produced the highest water levels on the Green River
since the great flood of 1937, which crested more than 3 meters higher than
the 1997 or 1998 floods. Observations made from the March 1997 are
representative of the highest of historic floods. The level of the flood is
represented as a solid line on Figure 8 for passages where post-flood
observations were made. Its effect beyond the observations and actual east-
west shape is dependent on the location of conduits both known and
unknown and their hydraulic conductivities.
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Results from the Martin Ridge Cave System
For each of the surveyed passageways within the Martin Ridge Cave section of the
system, names, locations, average dimensions, average ceiling elevation, average cross-
sectional area, length, straight line length, width of the flow belt, sinuosity, and a ratio of
flow belt to straight-line length are given (Table 6). Names, survey stations,
dimensions, ceiling elevations, and average cross-sectional area were compiled directly
from the cave-survey data set. Palmer (1987) discusses survey methods necessary for
cave-level interpretation in structurally low gradient areas. Cave-level interpretations
supplied are preliminary, based on available data, and are not intended as a substitute for
the more stringent requirements needed for a definitive analysis. Elevation data from
Martin Ridge Cave were derived from three sources: 1) the surveyed loop-closure
between Martin Ridge and Jackpot Cave, 2) a precision Global Positioning System
(GPS) station which was tied in to the Martin Ridge entrance, and 3) local base-level
data. Local base-level was derived from stream elevations in Mill Hole, the Mammoth
Cave Ferry, the drainage map of Quinlan and Ray (1989), and sump elevations at
Quinlan Creek and the Red River. Passage length was measured from passage surveys
projected onto a horizontal plane. Thus, streams with entirely vertical flow are not
included in the length and stream number tabulation, as in the case of shafts. The
straight-line passage length was obtained by measuring the single direct line between a
passage's initial survey station to its final station. Width of the flow belt is a measure of
the meander amplitude of a passage on the horizontal projection. Compared to the line
from the passageway's initial and final station, the width of the flow belt is
Table 6. Summary of descriptive statistics for Martin Ridge Cave passages
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Description: The Upper Trunk runs west and east with a ceiling elevation average of 204.2 m (670 feet). The
passage may be representative of a portion of the Echo River Basin before the Turnhole Basin pirated Echo River's
headwaters. (Canyon) (Stations: A44..A23, A23A, A23B)
Overlook
Avenue
8.1h/4.1w 457.2 38.7 182.9 B 338.3 91.4 0.270 1.35
Description: Overlook Avenue is overall a dry canyon that is approximately 10.7 m high and 3.7 m wide. A
flowstone plug and short survey through breakdown reduces its average dimension to 8.1 feet. It paleoflow
direction extends south to north. It terminates in breakdown and flowstone fill on its southern end. It ends at the
bottom of the large domepit Cold Well to the north. Members of James Cave Project have attempted to follow
Overlook Avenue beyond Cold Well, but have been thwarted by near terminal breakdown and pits. (Stations:
N1..N10, NBC, M31..M45)
Dreamland
Avenue
2.8h/6.6w 609.6 17.6 176.1 C 548.6 81.1 0.148 1.11
Description: Dreamland Avenue extends from the mid length of Overlook Avenue, west, northwest. During its
609.6 m length it maintains dimensions of approximately 6.6m wide by 2.8m high. Near its western breakdown
terminus, the passage is lower and possesses multiple parallel tubes. One hundred eighty-meters from the western
end of Dreamland Avenue is Jon's Nightmare Crawl. Jon's Nightmare is a small tube with average height of .8 m
and width of .8 m. The paleoflow is away from Dreamland Avenue and the flow's destination is not completely
understood, (elliptical tube) (Stations: M1..M30, L1..L14)
Dreamland
Extension
3.1h/7.3w 609.6 29.5 170.5 C 579.1 114.3 0.197 1.05
Description: Separated one hundred eight meters by a valley, Dreamland Extension appears to be the downstream
portion of the Dreamland. Its possesses similar orientation and slightly lower elevation. The dimensions are
slightly larger with an average ceiling slope nearly double that of Dreamland, (elliptical tube) (Stations:
BE6..BE1,BD1,U51..U73)
Glennon
Avenue
1.7h/2.0w 182 4.5 169.9 C 136 44 0.324 1.33
Description: A small excavated canyon trunk segment carrying three separate active base-flow streams (Stations:
AA13A, AA13A, AA13..AA3O and AA19, AB1..AB4 and AB2, AC1..AC3)
Jon's
Nightmare
0.8h/0.8w 130 0.65 169.5 C 124 18 0.151 1.05
Description: A small, tubular crawl which connects Dreamland Avenue to a canyon complex which appears to be
a transition between Level C and D in the cave. The small tube continues and has not been traversed beyond a pit
which interrupts the passage. (Stations: J4..L1)
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Table 6 continued. Summary of descriptive statistics for Martin Ridge Cave passages
Passage Name
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Description: Yoh Avenue appears to be the further western extension of Dreamland and Dreamland Extension.
The passage possesses the elevation, spatial, and geometric characteristics of the same passage. Yoh Avenue is
one of the few high and dry trunks within the Whigpistle portion of the system, (elliptical tube modified by incised
canyon and breakdown). (Stations: 464Y58..464Y50, 468L1..468L20)
Alan's
Weirdness
7.5h/l.lw 1,800 8.6 163.6 C-D 1,540 147 0.314 1.17
Description: Right of the Reasonable Room a long tall canyon heads off westerly with a collection of features
named by Alan (ie. White Vagi, Seahorse Formations, Captain Popcorn and his Sidekick Butter) (Stations:
R7..R40).
Pettit Hollow 6.2h/2.3w 274.3 16.2 152.4 D 256.0 78.6 0.307 1.07
Description: Pettit Hollow is a nine meter tall, 2.4 m wide canyon whose floor is only nine to thirteen meters
above base level. Its southern portion possesses a creek which flows northerly before disappearing into a low wet
crawl. North of the creek, the tall canyon passage begins silting into a 2 meter high walkway and finally the silts
leads to a long belly crawl. After the March 1997 flood, footprints had been erased and new pools existed through
the passageway up to the beginning of the bellycrawl. The farthest northeastern extent of the bellycrawl is not
fully explored (Canyon). (Stations: R94..R77, S1..S27)
Southern
Trunk
3.2h/7.9w 853.4 26 .8^ 151.0 D 728.5 124.1 0.170 1.17
Description: Extending 850 meters, from south-southwest, to north-northeast, the Southern Trunk is approximately
twenty meters above base level. Its southern silt and breakdown terminus is within one hundred fifty to three
hundred meters of Mill Hole. Breakdown terminates its northern end. There is evidence that the initial
development of the passage was a large scale phreatic tube and now the passage has been highly modified to a
canyon. An upstream southern portion of the trunk for thirty meters is a 18 meter wide 4.5 m tall tube. (Canyon)
(Stations: T113..T85, Z1..Z7)
Southern
Trunk
Approach
4.0h/5.7w 164.6 22.7 150.1 D 158.5 27.4 0.173 1.04
Descriptions: The Southern Trunk Approach is a one hundred sixty meter passage which leads north-south to the
Southern Trunk. The passageway retains similar average and maximum passage size. (Canyon) (Stations:
T79..T85)
Quinlan Creek
Approach
5.2h/1.6w 274.3 8.0 145.9 E 254.5 33.5 0.132 1.08
Description: A 274 meter tube which transitions into a canyon and silts upon its intersection with Quinlan Creek.
(Stations: D42..D86)
Quinlan Creek 2.3h/2.5w 1,212 6.3 133.5 F 757.6 376 0.496 1.60
Description: Named after long-time Mammoth Cave National Park Geologist, the late Dr. James F. Quinlan,
Quinlan Creek is Martin Ridge Cave's largest stream. The creek has been followed to a base level sump. The
passage begins as a well-defined canyon, evolves into a tube, and then back into a canyon. The passage
corresponds with Palmer's level F, and is located in the St. Louis and lowest levels of the St. Genevieve
limestones. The passage shows evidence of heavy silting with the final sump being located in a silted trunk
segment partially excavated by Quinlan Creek. Quinlan Creek connects to Whigpistle Cave at station D138 (chip
89). (Stations: D87..D177)
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the maximum perpendicular distance away from the line (Worthington, 1991).
Surveyor's wall estimates were included in the flow-width calculation. Sinuosity is a
ratio of a passageway's surveyed length (as defined above) to the straight length
between the first and last stations.
Using a GIS to store and analyze data, an initial morphometric analysis of the active
base-flow streams has been undertaken. It should be noted that for both Whigpistle
Cave and Martin Ridge Cave, the caves are accessible only in the driest conditions, so
the streams surveyed generally reflect base-flow conditions. Several stream networks
possessed sufficient length to allow stream-ordering classifications to be undertaken.
Particularly, in the Whigpistle section of the cave, Travertine and Slackwater Creeks
comprise a dendritic network that has been explored and surveyed for over 3.5
kilometers (Figure 10). Both streams originate from a combination of sinkholes within
the Cedar Spring Karst Valley and from water flowing off the Mammoth Cave Plateau.
Inside the cave, the water from these sinks and swallets appears as tiny inlet streams and
shaft waterfalls. In Whigpistle Cave, Travertine River and Slackwater Creek are both
third-order streams that merge and flow to a fourth-order stream sumping at the
Behemoth's Bathtub. Quinlan and Ray (1989) dye traced Behemoth's Bathtub as the
source for the large stream at survey station 472L86 (Coons, 1997). This stream
continues eastward for a kilometer before turning north, flowing below the trunk
passage which contains the Big Womb (240m long x 40m wide x 13m high), the largest
known cave room in the South-Central Kentucky Karst (Coons, 1997b). The Travertine-
Slackwater Creeks' stream order reveals that the main trunk of the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin is at least a fifth-order stream.
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Figure 10. Slackwater-Travertine Creek System within the Whigpistle Section
of the Martin Ridge Cave System, Edmonson County, Kentucky
Contemporary Drainage within the Martin Ridge Cave System
Active base-flow streams comprise fifteen kilometers of the Martin Ridge Cave
System, with sixty-three active base-flow stream segments identified in the Martin
Ridge and Whigpistle sections of the system. Complete data have not yet become
available from surveyors of the Jackpot section of the cave, but within the cave there are
at least four small streams in shaft complexes in the cave that possess significant
horizontal flow. Personnel of the James Cave Project have been exploring Jackpot Cave
and report discovering a mid-sized, low-level base-flow stream that is only partially
explored. Unstable breakdown along the path to the stream has shifted and temporarily
trapped cavers behind it in the past, and the exploration of the stream beyond is being
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reviewed before further attempts at passage. Dye tracing has not been undertaken, but
the drain point of this stream is most likely Hawkins River between the Proctor Sump
and Red River in Whigpistle Cave.
At an elevation of 205 m, Ohm's Creek has the highest elevation of the cave's active
base-flow streams. The lowest stream flows to an elevation of approximately 129
meters at Red River, a downstream segment of the Hawkins River within the Whigpistle
section of the cave. Red River is only slightly higher in elevation than the Green River at
Turnhole Spring, the primary drain point for the entire contemporary flow network. The
sump of the largest stream in the Martin Ridge Cave section of the system is similarly
low in elevation.
Most passages in the Martin Ridge Cave System do not carry streams during low
flow conditions, but become active as the hydraulic head in that part of the aquifer
reaches the source-point elevation of the conduit during floods. Using survey data and
peak floods from 1980-1998, it is estimated that two large rainfall events flooded the
lower 23 meters of the Martin Ridge Cave System. Study of survey data and field
observations within the 45 kilometers of the system for which data are currently
available suggest perennial conduit streams comprise about 30% of the mapped system,
at least 10% lie within the floodwater zone, and abandoned conduits comprise 60% of
the cave's length.
The lowest levels of the cave are also susceptible to backflooding and other effects
from the Green River through Turnhole Spring. The submerged silt slopes of Turnhole
Spring occasionally slump, clogging the primary outlet of the spring (White and White,
1989). This slumping has caused jumps in the stage height of Hawkins River (at Owl
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Cave) of as much as a meter within minutes (White and White, 1989). Within the
lowest levels are many low tubes filled nearly to the ceiling with water. A ten-
centimeter rise in water level could submerge passageways in both directions for
hundreds of meters. This danger is significant because several major cave connections
and discoveries in the Mammoth Cave area have taken place at or near base-level
(Borden and Brucker, 1998, pp. 174, 183, 322). Cavers in the Martin Ridge Cave
System and other south-central Kentucky caves must be aware of flooding dangers and
closely watch weather and river conditions.
Drainage-Density Results
Based on the equations presented in Table 5, drainage-density numbers were
calculated for the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin. Table 8 summarizes the results.
The drainage-density value for the 1,880 km2 surface-study area is 1.356 km/km2. The
value includes 1,856 streams analyzed with a total length of 2,550 kilometers. Within
the surface-study area, Strahler (1957) stream ordering was conducted and these data are
presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. Drainage-Density Results
Drainage
Density
(D)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Area Examined (A)
245 km2
245 km2
245 km2
245 km2
13.115 km2
Surface Stream
Length (s)
18,325 m
18,325 m
18,325 m
18,325 m
Not included
Cave Stream
Length (c)
40,933 m
40,933 m
40,933 m
40,933 m
14,777 m
Dye Trace Length
(d)
Not included
108,187 m
129,711 m
162,280 m
Not included
Method
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Drainage Density Equation
D
-{'7)
L
L
D =
^ (s + c + d"]
" { A )
^ (s + c + d\
I A J
~ s + c + (d*\.5a)~
A
••£)
Result
0.24 km/km2
0.68 km/km2
0.77 km/km2
0.90 km/km2
1.13 km/km2
1.5 represents average sinousity of mapped cave streams exceeding 500 meters in the basin.
b
 only those stream lengths and areas with clear catchments included
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Table 8. Surface-Study Results (Using Strahler, 1957, Ordering Method)
Total Stream Length
2,550 km
Drainage Area
1,880 km2
Drainage Density
1.36 km/km
Stream Order (n)
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total (all orders)
Number of Streams of order n
1,521
248
68
15
3
1
1,856
Identifying Surface-Elevation Trend Anomalies
Karst groundwater basin data integrated into the GIS allowed calculation of a number
of descriptive parameters for the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin (Table 2). A map
of the contemporary drainage pattern is presented in Figure 11. Based on the sinkhole
"FILL" drainage pattern developed from the 30-meter DEM of the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin, a drainage map was produced (Figure 12). From this map, a key
location was identified to the northwest of Mill Hole Karst Window. By eliminating the
existing saddle northwest of Mill Hole Karst Window, another "FILL" drainage network
map was created (Figure 13). The resulting map shows drainage flowing through Cedar
Spring Valley toward Turnhole Bend. By comparing the two "FILL" maps, the
elevation of the saddle northwest of Mill Hole represents a point of great influence over
flow directions within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin and adjacent basins. This
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location may represent a critical point in the geomorphic history of the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin.
4 Kilometers
Figure 11. Contemporary Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin. Lighter shades are
higher elevations. The contour interval is 30 meters. The dashed line
represents the hypothesized boundary of the groundwater basin
boundary. Solid lines represent either perennial streams flowing on the
surface or hypothesized subsurface flow routes from dye traces.
Turnhole Bend Spring is located at (•). The saddle northwest of Mill
Hole is denoted by a (*). (Modified from Ray and Currens, 1998a, b).
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MILL HOLE SADDL
A
Figure 12. "FILLED" Stream Network. Lighter shades are higher elevations. The
contour interval is 30 meters. The dashed line represents the watershed
boundary draining to the Green River near Turnhole Bend Spring.
Tumhole Bend Spring is denoted (•). Solid lines represent stream
networks derived by the GIS from the 30-meter DEM.
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Figure 13. "Lowered Saddle - FILLED" Stream Network. Lighter shades are
higher elevations. The contour interval is 30 meters. The dashed line
represents the watershed boundary draining to the Green River near
Turnhole Bend Spring. Turnhole Bend Spring is denoted (•). Solid
lines represent stream networks derived by the GIS from the 30-meter
DEM.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Prior to analysis of the karst-flow network of the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin,
a hydrogeologic inventory- including cave maps, survey data, cave streams, and spring
locations- was imported into a GIS. The GIS was able to store, process, analyze, and
visualize information for active and abandoned portions of the karst drainage network.
Additional data were collected for the overlying surface locations, including elevation
and surface-sinkhole catchments.
Given the exceptional, though highly incomplete data set available for the Mammoth
Cave Watershed, preliminary efforts at quantitatively describing the karst-flow network
were achieved. These initial efforts describe an orderly subsurface-flow network with
numerical results that allow for comparison of the karst-flow network to surface fluvial
systems. Additionally, quantitative examination of karst subsurface-drainage patterns
and overlying surface catchments revealed several curious locations that appear to have
large deviations from overlying surface valleys or possibly reflect moments of large-
scale change in the development of the basin. For instance, unlike other streams in the
basin, the Logsdon River flows perpendicular to overlying valleys. Most subsurface
streams flow roughly parallel to the axis of surface valleys and overlying catchments.
The saddle northwest of Mill Hole may also reflect a moment of great change in the
geomorphic history of the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin. The saddle's elevation
implies that the watershed for the developing Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin was
much smaller than today, but when water was able to flow underground through the
karst aquifer (without regard to the elevation of the saddle) the watershed size increased
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dramatically. These assumptions complement the hypothesized basin-evolution model
proposed by Quinlan and Ewers (1981). Critical locations like the Mill Hole Saddle
display how quantitative analysis holds great promise in bringing forth new hypotheses
that may help unravel the geomorphic history of karst drainage basins.
Future Research: Examining Geology
While the GIS is able to identify anomalies in both surface and subsurface data sets,
it provides only a starting point for hypotheses relating to the Mammoth Cave
Watershed's geomorphic history. Based on the identification of the Mill Hole Saddle
and Logsdon River as potential critical points in understanding the evolution of the
Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin, an explanation of their geomorphic history needs to
be examined as regards structural and lithologic controls.
Martin Ridge Cave System
The Martin Ridge Cave System, the largest cave system located entirely in the
Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin, offers new information about a little-studied portion
of the Mammoth Cave Watershed. Its location between Mill Hole and Cedar Sink,
coupled with its location near the confluence of two of the karst aquifer's largest
streams, makes understanding the cave's genesis critical to the development of a model
for the evolution of the watershed. The recent discovery of fifteen kilometers of
passage, including sixteen base-flow streams, has provided scientists new access points
and data for an area vital to the understanding of the development of the karst aquifer.
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The enormous amount of data available for the Mammoth Cave region is highly
unusual for a karst aquifer. Its location between the urban centers of Nashville,
Tennessee, and Louisville, Kentucky, has made the cave system accessible to explorers
since its modern discovery in the late 1790s. Since the 1950s, modern explorers have
traveled to the region from across the nation to map the cave (Borden and Brucker,
1998). Hundreds of dye traces have been conducted to determine the extent of the
aquifer, and the precise nature of karst-basin boundaries is still being investigated (Ray
and Currens, 1998a, b). The mapped traces have allowed a coarse, but accurate, base-
flow boundary for the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin to be delineated.
Results from a preliminary paleohydrological analysis of the Martin Ridge Cave
System suggest that cave passageways have developed at all major levels as defined by
Palmer (1981). Also, with accurate elevation data, the past interrelationships between
Echo River Spring and Turnhole Bend Spring can be further characterized. Stream
piracy between basins has been hypothesized as a major factor in the development of the
current-flow network within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin. Evidence exists
within Mammoth Cave's paleodrainage networks that piracies are not one-way events
(Glennon, 1997 ; Meiman et al., 2001). The karst-drainage networks, which in the
Mammoth Cave region are highly influenced by low bedrock structural dip, cannot only
be pirated but also can recapture their basins in response to dynamic geologic and
climactic factors. Such influence results in highly complex and intimate relationships
between groundwater basins in the Mammoth Cave region.
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Future Research: GIS for Correlation of Cave-Passage Function
In the Mammoth Cave Watershed, abandoned cave passages many times retain
evidence of their original function in the overall karst-stream network. Precise leveling
to obtain passage elevation, dating techniques, and in-cave dye tracing all provide
information on the relationship individual passages have in the current or past karst-
drainage system. Through time, information on passage function can be correlated to
develop a more complete and detailed picture of the karst aquifer's history and
organization. Building on the contemporary base-flow stream data set developed for
this thesis, GIS can be used to store and analyze new data as they are collected.
Drainage Density
Morphometric analysis of mapped active base-flow drainage density within the
Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin resulted in values ranging from 0.24 km/km2 to 1.13
km/km2. A nearby, climatologically similar, nonkarst surface-drainage system yielded a
drainage density value of 1.36 km/km2. Since the mapped cave streams necessarily
represent only a fraction of the total of underground streams within the study area, the
actual subsurface values are likely to be much higher. Also, in the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin, of the 40.3 km of mapped cave streams, only one-kilometer of
physically-mapped cave streams lies in the phreatic zone. Cave divers' future mapping
in underwater cave passages will provide data to adjust the model, thereby reducing the
current bias toward the vadose areas of the karst aquifer. For future researchers, careful
examination of abandoned phreatic tube complexes may provide a reasonable alternative
for wholesale underwater cave mapping.
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A Model for Calculating a Maximum Drainage Density for the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin
While it is assumed that as more streams are mapped, the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin drainage-density value will increase beyond the surface study site
value, not enough data exist to determine a maximum drainage density value. To
provide insight on the upper limit of perennial drainage density in the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin, a one-km2 hypothetical model was developed to calculate a
maximum drainage density within the Sinkhole Plain (Figure 14). For this thesis, the
initial model makes the following assumptions and constraints:
1) That within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin, the Sinkhole Plain has a higher
drainage density value than the Mammoth Cave Plateau or Glasgow Uplands (Figure 3).
This assertion is based on the assumption that there is lessened evapotranspiration on the
Sinkhole Plain because, unlike the Glasgow Uplands and Mammoth Cave Plateau, the
Sinkhole Plain contains no surface streams. More available subsurface water is likely to
create a longer subterranean stream network. Thus, the value obtained for the Sinkhole
Plain will represent a maximum drainage density for any part of the basin;
2) That each sinkhole in the one-km2 possesses an identical square shape and
size;
3) That each sinkhole drains one first-order stream that originates in its center; and
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Figure 14. A Model for Calculating Maximum Drainage Density within the
Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin
4) That each stream will follow the most-direct route to the edge of the one-km2 model
in two-dimensional space. This constraint yields a minimum flow length for the streams
to leave the one-km2 area.
For the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin Sinkhole Plain, Anhert and Williams
(1998) counted an average of 74 sinkholes per km2. In order to follow the constraints of
the model, where each sinkhole has an identical square shape, two one-km2 sinkhole
plains were created (Figure 14): one with 64 sinkholes/km2 and one with 81
sinkholes/km2. The drainage density for the 74 sinkholes/km2 number lies within the
range of the two models. By following the constraints of the model, the 64
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sinkholes/km2 plain yielded a value of 6.25 km streams. The 81 sinkhole/km2 plain
yielded 7.22 km of streams. Therefore, for a one-km2 area containing 74 similarly-
shaped sinkholes, the flow-length lies in a range between 6.25 and 7.22 km (stated as
drainage density, 6.25-7.22 km/km2).
Future Research: Refining the drainage density model
The model for developing maximum drainage density is quite simplistic. Though
drainage density is by definition a two-dimensional measure, karst aquifers tend to
possess complex three-dimensional flow regimes. Future research should incorporate a
more sophisticated model by analyzing three-dimensional aspects of the aquifer. The
model used to derive a maximum drainage-density value for the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin is only an initial step in understanding the true maximum stream
lengths in the Mammoth Cave Watershed. Future research should incorporate more
realistic approaches to sinkholes' shapes and drain properties. Also, streams in the
model were constrained; streams needed to exit the basin by the most direct route
available. The resulting stream network, thus, did not include the converging
subterranean stream networks that have been observed in the Mammoth Cave
Watershed. Future research should examine the geometries of stream networks that
develop from overlying sinkhole plains.
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Cave-Stream Morphometry
In this thesis, stream ordering of cave streams and their catchments generally
followed Hortonian relationships observed for surface-stream networks. Subsurface
streams within the Mammoth Cave Watershed generally exhibit a converging, dendritic
pattern and possess drainage basins proportionately large for their order. However, even
at base-flow conditions, the Turnhole Bend drainage system possesses characteristics
that remain confounding. These include at least one leakage to an adjacent groundwater
basin (Meiman et al., 2001), diverging streams sharing the same surface catchment
(Glennon and Groves, 1997), and highly complex, three-dimensional basin boundaries
(Meiman et al, 2001).
Two primary conclusions have been reached from this investigation: 1) that sufficient
data does exist for preliminary quantitative analysis of the Mammoth Cave Watershed,
and 2) the karst-stream network has developed as an orderly system.
Study of all data collected and analyzed for this investigation suggests that karst
aquifers, though complex, are consistent with an orderly system. Like surface-drainage
networks, the karst-drainage system exists to reduce potential energy most efficiently.
Seemingly unusual patterns that exist within the network are not random, but a reaction
to the hydrogeologic setting of its flow path.
Future Research: Morphometry Analysis
A next logical step in understanding karst aquifer organization is to develop models
based on behavioral response of the karst aquifer to precipitation events. Predictive
models have been developed for flood forecasting based on stream-network geometry
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and precipitation inputs (Alexander, 1972; Gardiner and Gregory, 1987). In karst
aquifers, though the stream network geometry is generally unknown, data for inputs
(precipitation events) and response (flood hydrographs) are available. Developing
methods for formulating the geometry of the karst drainage network based on hydro-
and chemo-graphs as they respond to storm inputs would shed considerable light on the
organization of karst aquifers.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis the researcher examines the use of GIS to store, analyze, and visualize
surface- and subsurface-spatial data for the Mammoth Cave Watershed. GIS was used to
store information and hydrologic attributes for all known caves within the Tumhole
Bend Groundwater Basin. A particular emphasis was placed on the Martin Ridge Cave
System in the central portion of the basin.
The Martin Ridge Cave System, with a surveyed length of 50 km, lies near the
confluence of the Tumhole Bend Groundwater Basin's two largest underground streams,
Mill Hole River and Hawkins River. The discovery of two new entrances to the Martin
Ridge Cave System and fifteen kilometers of recently mapped passage combined with
the connection of the Martin Ridge, Whigpistle, and Jackpot Caves into a single system
have provided significant new detail into what was previously a poorly-accessible and
little-studied area of the aquifer. Current and paleo-hydrology of the system are
analyzed using the concept of & functional link, which allows quantification of each
passage's relationship to active (30%), intermittently active (10%), and abandoned
portions (60%) of the evolving karst drainage network. Simple stream ordering also
reveals that the main trunk of the Tumhole Bend Groundwater Basin is at least a fifth-
order stream. Passages representing each of Palmer's (1981) major regional levels have
been identified in the cave. A recently- discovered, very high-level passage, the Upper
Trunk/Celestial Borehole, may predate the piracy of the Echo River Basin to Tumhole
Spring, a major event in the shaping of the current surface/subsurface landscape.
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My thesis proposes preliminary drainage-density values for the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin. These values range from 0.24 km/km2 to 1.13 km/km2. Drainage
density for a nearby nonkarst basin yielded a value of 1.36 km/km2. As more streams
are discovered, explored, and surveyed within the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin,
the drainage density value is likely to exceed the nearby surface value. In order to
assess a potential maximum drainage density value for the karst aquifer, a theoretical
model was developed to describe the amount of two-dimensional stream length
necessary to drain a square-kilometer of the Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin
Sinkhole Plain. Given this theoretical model, a maximum drainage density value for the
Turnhole Bend Groundwater Basin is 6.25-7.22 km/km2.
This work also describes the use of GIS to assess and uncover regional surface-
elevation trends and anomalies within a karst watershed. For the Turnhole Bend
Groundwater Basin, the GIS analysis highlighted a location immediately northwest of
the Mill Hole Saddle that may have played a pivotal role in the development of the
current flow regime of the watershed.
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APPENDIX:
Narrative of the Exploration and Survey of the Martin Ridge Cave System
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Whigpistle Cave, Martin Ridge Cave, and Jackpot Cave comprise the Martin Ridge
Cave System (Figure 7). Whigpistle Cave was discovered in 1976 by Rick Schwartz of
the Uplands Research Laboratory (Taylor, 1979; Kerr, 1981). In the following years,
lab director Jim Quinlan hired seasonal Mammoth Cave National Park employees to
map and conduct hydrologic research on the cave. Whigpistle begins at an entrance
swallet and follows through low pools and streams. Ducking into the Whigpistle Cave
entrance, cavers are immediately met with a still pool six decimeters deep with three
decimeters of air space. Beyond the pool, the passage opens into a trunk segment four
meters wide and two meters tall. An obscure side-lead off this passage drains the
entrance-swallet area and can be followed through a series of crawls and canyons before
it finally enlarges to comfortable dimensions. Through the late 1970s, Quinlan's
surveyors continued finding numerous creeks and sumps. Finally, a passage that had
been sumped since the cave's discovery cleared, and cavers explored beyond to the long
F Survey. The F Survey extends east and then north, finally leading to the largest
underground chamber in the Mammoth Cave area, the Big Womb (240 m long x 40 m
wide x 13 m high). Cavers in the early 1980s found and surveyed many kilometers of
cave passage including large, impressive trunks in the cave's southern section. These
trunks parallel the nearby Dripping Springs Escarpment. The first completely dry trunk,
far above the cave's flood zone, is called Yoh Avenue. The dry, tubular passageway
was the exception to the cave's many wet canyons and led both east-southeast to west-
northwest for nearly a kilometer. In a nearby portion of the cave, explorers mapped
beyond the Big Womb. The passageway continuing out of the Big Womb consisted of
several hours of hard wetsuit caving down to low, wet levels. The passageways,
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however, led east toward Mammoth Cave. Among these passages, discovered in the
early 1980s, was Jon's Sump. The sump held quicksand-like mud in a low, wet crawl.
Passing through Jon's Sump was hazardous, but beyond, Quinlan's explorers discovered
a large stream passage. Later dye tracing revealed that the stream, called Red River by
the explorers, was a downstream segment of Mammoth Cave's largest stream, Hawkins
River (Quinlan et al, 1990). Along the route before Red River, a side passage was
surveyed. The passage was an apparent overflow tube, and at its end, a stream led east
and west. The cavers hoped that by following it downstream to the west, it would lead
toward another large underground river. Dye traces showed a river flowed between
Mill Hole and Cedar Sink (Figure 7), and the quantity of water in Mill Hole and Owl
Cave implied that the undiscovered river could be larger than Hawkins River. In 1983,
though, not long after the discovery of Red River, the exploration of Whigpistle Cave
ended. A large flood entirely filled Jon's Sump with debris, so both the cave's best lead
and the Red River became inaccessible. Cave exploration in the area would be nearly
nonexistent until over a decade later when another group entered a nearby, seldom-
visited cave.
Jackpot Cave was known by veteran cavers Don Coons and Jim Borden, but was not
seriously explored until Steve Duncan and Don Davis of the James Cave Project located
the cave in the spring of 1994 (Coons, 1997a; Duncan et al, 1998). The initial sections
of Jackpot Cave catered directly to cavers from the James Cave Project. James Cave is
known for its technical ropework, including traversing across and down pits. Jackpot
Cave called for many of these technical climbs. Systematic mapping of Jackpot began
with the core group of James Cavers; for the first several months the cavers surveyed
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previously explored, but unmapped passages. The work continued as a strong wind let
the explorers know a large cave awaited them beyond the known sections. The entrance
of Jackpot Cave leads to a tall canyon where flowstone clogs the way and the cavers
must wiggle though a tiny squeeze to continue. This tall canyon is also dotted with pits
requiring narrow ledge traverses and technical ropework. Beyond the initial pits, the
cave turns into a narrow canyon and shaft complex. At one small shaft drain, the James
Cavers were able to enlarge a small opening and penetrate into virgin cave. The drain
led to a series of pits and canyons requiring more technical climbing and traverses, but
beyond the dig was untouched ground. The James Cavers mapped through the new cave
until one tricky climb brought them to a balcony overlook above a 12-meter wide, eight-
meter high passage. The PYP Boulevard was the James Cavers' first big breakthrough.
The PYP trunk continued a short direction both ways: one direction to a large pit they
named "We Stop Drop"; the other to a large breakdown slope. While the pit was
dropped and its shaft drain complex investigated, others in the group checked a six-
decimeters high, two-meter wide crawl in the northwest wall of PYP Boulevard. Like
much of Jackpot, the passage was dry, but with a "playdoh-like" mud.
Through the crawl, the cavers found their way through small, awkward canyons to
the mouth of a wide, windy bellycrawl. The crawl, called the Painful Patella, continued
for 150 meters before intersecting a four-meter tall shaft and canyon. Cavers took the
easiest path, climbed up, and found themselves standing in open space. They stood on
the floor of a large trunk, bigger and drier than PYP. The Celestial Borehole is a trunk
with average dimensions often meters by ten meters that continues for two kilometers.
Sparkling gypsum flowers line the walls in a passage that ranks along with New
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Discovery, Yahoo Avenue, and Turner Avenue as the most beautiful in the Mammoth
Cave region. The survey of Celestial Borehole brought Jackpot Cave to 5.2 kilometers.
In spite of its size and length, Celestial Borehole yielded modest leads. With multiple
traverses, technical vertical work, and numerous crawls, the number of cavers willing to
explore the far reaches, including leads beyond Celestial Borehole decreased, and the
exploration of Jackpot Cave slowed.
Armed with the knowledge of recent discoveries in Jackpot and the earlier
discoveries in Whigpistle, Alan Glennon set out to discover a cave of his own. He
recruited fellow Western Kentucky University graduate student Jon Jasper to accompany
him on several of his walks. After dozens of trips searching, Alan discovered the
entrance to what he later named Martin Ridge Cave on April 11, 1996. On the 11th, Jon
and Alan had radios so they could communicate while searching for caves in different
parts of the woods. Alan walked toward the valley bottoms and Jon at the
sandstone/limestone contact near the top of the ridge. On this day, Jon and Alan had
taken turns finding one small cave after another. However, all of the entrances they had
found appeared to be previously known caves. While Jon was up near the ridgetop,
Alan circled a low knoll in a large valley. The knoll took him past hunters' blinds and
eventually to a small, cleared field. Downed trees and debris had been pushed into a
sinkhole at the field's edge. Alan approached it, but was not sure it was worth fighting
through the brush. The debris-filled sinkhole did not look promising. However, a small
rock outcrop at the sinkhole's bottom enticed Alan to investigate further. While looking
for a safe way down from above, some of the brush gave way under his feet, sending
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him falling about one meter through debris. He climbed back up and circled the sink to
find an easier and safer way down.
Alan found that most of the sinkhole was lined with vertical banks or dense brush.
One small area of the sinkhole had a steep mud bank that could be traversed. He
climbed down the mud bank, using tree limbs and brush for handholds. At the bottom,
the sink was flat. A wall of debris was on one side and the other was a small rock cliff.
One small hole at the bottom of the cliff acted as the drain, but was clogged with mud
and debris. A horizontal crack a meter above did not look promising either.
Disappointed, Alan turned toward the mudbank to climb up when he was met with an
unusual blast of cold air. Alan took another look around. The only place it could be
coming from was the horizontal crack. Upon further inspection, the crack was the
definite source of the air, and better yet, it looked like it would be possible to dig it open
enough to enter. With a potential cave to enter, Alan made a call on his radio to Jon. A
few minutes later as Alan began to dig, Jon climbed down the sinkhole to assist. It did
not take long to make the hole big enough to enter, so Jon crawled in to check it out. As
he investigated, Alan continued to enlarge the entrance and dug foot-steps in the
sinkhole's mud bank. All within voice range, Alan could hear Jon squirming and
moving rocks inside the cave. Jon finally announced from fifteen meters inside the cave
that the passage was silted up and he was returning. All the while, Alan continued to
clear rocks and stabilize the entrance. As Jon headed toward Alan, Jon noticed a small
vertical passage below him. Moving a couple of rocks might give him a better look.
Jon moved one heavy, thin slab revealing a porthole down into a small passage. Jon
yelled to Alan that he was checking out this lower passage and slipped down the
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porthole. Alan heard the squirming and grunting grow more distant until he could not
hear it any more. Inside the cave, at the bottom of the porthole, Jon found a tight crawl
that led into the distance. He crawled through the tight canyon that after six meters led
to a large rock that he had to squirm around. On the other side of the rock, the cave got
larger. The cave widened to two meters and was nearly a hands-and-knees crawl. He
followed the passage beyond some soda straw formations on the ceiling and a small
climb down to a crawling maze. Crawlways headed in a number of directions, but the
way to go was clear. Straight ahead led to a hole in the floor and beyond, a canyon six
meters high and a meter wide. He climbed down, heard water and investigated. A hole
in the floor of this canyon led to a passage two meters high and two meters wide with a
small stream along its floor. He walked a bit to follow the stream. It did not flow far.
After twenty meters, the stream began dropping a series of small waterfalls and the
passage got narrower. Jon followed the stream until his encountered a seven-meter
cascade. It was too far down to climb. Jon noticed that as the waterfall dropped, instead
of a canyon, the walls diverged far to the left and right, and ahead was blackness. Jon
stared into the open space of a large trunk, twelve meters wide and ten meters tall. Jon
turned around, went back up the creek, up the climbs, through the crawls, and found
Alan with his head poked slightly in the entrance awaiting news of whether the cave
went or not. Jon returned and told of his discoveries. With the possibilities of new and
significant discoveries, they decided to share their new cave with a close-knit group of
friends.
The following days, Jon and Alan began the cave's survey. Down the waterfall, the
passage did not go far, but a crawlway was discovered that led to a thirty-meter pit
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intersecting a significant stream. The creek's tall canyon intersected other passageways,
and Alan and Jon furiously mapped the new discoveries. One muddy and wet crawlway
above the stream canyon led to a dry, elliptical trunk. Called Dreamland Trunk, the
passage averages eight meters wide and two meters high. After heading east for 600
meters, Dreamland Trunk overlooks a tall canyon. The fifteen-meter tall, four-meter
wide Overlook Avenue is only 400 meters in length, but is decorated with beautiful
travertine dams and a tall white column. Furthermore, the northern end of Overlook
Avenue, Jon and Alan discovered the bottom of a domepit. While investigating the
dome, Jon discovered footprints. On June 24, 1996, Jon and Alan had connected with
Jackpot Cave. The connection took place at a lead beyond the Celestial Borehole in
Jackpot Cave. The connection point, a pit called Cold Well, was far away from both the
Jackpot and Martin Ridge entrances. Like their cave, Alan and Jon kept their connection
secret too.
By the beginning of July 1996, only six people had entered the Martin Ridge Cave
entrance, including Russell Conner, Chris Groves, Marc Ohms, Art Pettit, Jon Jasper,
and Alan Glennon. These six went on to map 6,500 meters and discover several trunks;
however, much of the cave tended to be narrow, tall canyons. The canyons continued,
occasionally intersecting other canyons, but also breaking down and silting shut. Many
of the cave's passageways contained small streams that drained the overlying valley.
Alan and Jon named the largest stream in the cave Quinlan Creek, after the late Jim
Quinlan. Following Quinlan Creek, the water reached nearly to the ceiling. Alan passed
through the near-sump, but the passage on the other side became a crawl and seemed
likely to hit another sump before too long. Alan and Jon decided to leave this low wet
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passage for late August, when they would have the best chance of finding sumps cleared
and the lowest chance of being trapped by rising waters. As the end of August
approached, the number of promising leads diminished. Jon and Alan spent time
mapping small crawls and canyon "cutarounds."
In August, after a "mop up" trip, they decided to take another look at the near-sump.
They jumped in the water and passed through the sump to where it opened up again.
The passage continued as a hands-and-knees stream crawl, but because the ground was
stone cobbles and gravel, a sump ahead did not appear imminent. Thirty meters beyond
the spot Alan had previously turned around, the cave began getting larger. The cavers
were able to walk upright, and the passage slowly took the dimensions of 2.5 meters by
2.5 meters. They walked for several hundred meters before reaching a side lead. The
side lead was large, so they decided to take a quick look. Upon entering the side
passage, Jon stopped. He saw a footprint. Alan saw it too. It looked like a footprint,
but it was the only one. They looked for other marks, scuffs, footprints, or survey
stations, but could find nothing. Maps showed the near-sump to be at least two
kilometers from known passageways in Whigpistle Cave, and they did not know of any
other major caves to the west of their entrance. Jon continued to believe the mark was a
footprint, while Alan was not so sure.
A couple of days later, Jon and Alan obtained the survey notes of Whigpistle Cave.
Alan immediately thumbed to the last page of the survey. The sketch looked exactly
like the intersection where the footprint was. Was that mark a footprint from someone
from the Whigpistle side? If so, the Whigpistle group was comprised of Mike Summers,
Chris Kerr, and Geary Schindel. Geary had been a graduate student at Western
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Kentucky University Center for Cave and Karst Studies, like Alan and Jon, only thirteen
years earlier. Two days later, Alan, Jon, and Chris Groves went into Martin Ridge to
survey the new discoveries. A map of the stream would answer the question of whether
this was Whigpistle Cave. The survey began at Quinlan Creek's near-sump and
continued to the side-lead. The survey added 914 meters to the length of the Martin
Ridge-Jackpot Cave System. While surveying at the side-lead, the surveyors discovered
a mud-covered pokerchip that had been left as a survey marker thirteen years prior.
Chip 89 was left at the end of Summer Avenue in Whigpistle Cave. On August
24,1996, the Martin Ridge cavers had connected to Whigpistle Cave, the system was
now over 47 kilometers long, and one of the longest caves in the United States.
The weekend after the Whigpistle Cave connection, cavers in Jackpot Cave
discovered foreign survey marks in the vicinity of Cold Well. Knowing that Alan and
Jon had been mapping small caves in the area, the James Cavers contacted Alan and Jon.
The groups each made their new caves and connections known. Don Coons, the primary
surveyor of Whigpistle Cave, the James Cave Project, and the Martin Ridge Cavers, had
to decide on the name of this new system. Don Coons and the James Cavers suggested
Martin Ridge Cave System would be the most appropriate name.
Since its disclosure, the James Cavers have regained interest in the streams and leads
of Jackpot Cave. Martin Ridge Cavers have surveyed an additional six kilometers,
including large trunk passageways. Whigpistle Cave holds many leads that await
persistent surveyors. The new discoveries and connections have the explorers' looking
toward the northeast. Mammoth Cave is only two kilometers away. Currently, the
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Martin Ridge Cave System is the United States' tenth longest cave— and Kentucky's
third longest, at 52.6 kilometers.
